State-Of-The-Art World First Coffee Machine

International Coffee Day (1 October 2019) is just around the corner, and this year has been a significant one for innovation in coffee machines. The
world’s first coffee machine made from solid aluminium hit the Australian market earlier this year and has already proven to be a popular machine due
to its compact, one-cup design, combined with the traditional craftsmanship and state-of-the-art production technology. The new JURA ENA 8
Signature Line in Massive Aluminium was manufactured by a team of highly specialised engineers and production specialists to design this one of a
kind coffee machine. George Liakatos, Managing Director of JURA Australia says, “It amazes me how a team of engineers and production specialists
overcome major production and assembly-related challenges to make the world’s first coffee machine totally encased in solid aluminium.” “Not only is
the machine aesthetically pleasing with integrated advanced technology, it appeals to all house-proud coffee connoisseurs who truly appreciate
well-made things,” adds George. The Massive Aluminium JURA ENA 8 includes the following features and benefits: Small – Only 27.1 cm wide,
32.3 cm high and 44.5 cm deep – this one-cup machine will comfortably fit anywhere. Stunning – A cylindrical shaped water tank inspired by premium
crystal carafes; a key highlight of the design. Simple – Easy to use 2.8” TFT display and clearly defined operating panels. Automatic filter type
detection – RFID technology detects whether the new CLARIS Smart mini (30L capacity) or CLARIS Smart (50L capacity) is being used and adapts
settings automatically. Freshly ground, not capsuled – Freshly extracted every time from coffee beans. The Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®)
optimises the aroma of a short ristretto or espresso. Fine foam technology – Creates airy, feather-light milk foam. 10 specialties at the touch of a
button – Providing the perfect cup every time. Solid 3mm thick aluminum housing in the Massive Aluminium ENA 8 – the world’s first coffee machine
housing from solid aluminium. The aluminum panels adds 1.9kg to the overall weight of the machine. The JURA ENA 8 in Massive Aluminium is
available now for RRP $2,699 online at www.au.jura.com
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